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Introduction:

This is a fascinating short story by Ruskin Bond.It is often 
covered in the Grandfather's private Zoo series.Ruskin's 
grandfather is an animal lover and is ins the habit of keeping a 
collection of animals and birds at his home.Harold was the 
name of a hornbill bird.The bird has, in particular,a long beak.

Summary:Harold's mother like many other hornbills was a 
careful and obedient wife.And his father was an easy going 
person.There was a Dhak tree in the garden of 
grandfather.Harold's father took his wife to a hole in the trunk 
of that tree.He had shut his wife in that hole and covered the 
hole from outside with mud,sticks and dung.He kept a tiny hole 
in it for chatting and breathing.Soon,Harold was born.He was 
happy at his place ,in the hole as he got food from his parents 
from time to time.

Well, one day a villainous cat attacked the hole to grab little 
Harold.Harold's parents attacked the cat but in the process 
poor little Harold fell down from the tree in the garden of 
grandfather.Young Ruskin and his grandfather took Harold and 



made a large wooden cage for it in the verandah and also took 
over the duties of his parents.Soon ,Harold became aquainted 
with Ruskin and Grandpa.

Harold stayed there for twelve years.He loved rain and before 
the arrival of rain,he would squeak and dance in his cage.He 
was quite decent among all the pets and even the grandmother 
loved him.Later in life, Ruskin missed Harold and wished he got 
summer showers in the paradise and a lot of tennis balls to play 
with .

Day1: Read first five paragraphs of the lesson carefully and 
underline the following words:

1.Easy going 2.Weather-beaten 3.Promising feature  4. 
Sturdy 5.Ablaze 6.Heralding 7.Nursery 8.Cramped

Note:Consult a dictionary and find the meaning of the above 
given words and write them in your notebook.

Day2:Read the next five paragraphs of the lesson and underline 
the following words:

1.Thumping 2.Sanctuary 3.Enclosure 4.Siesta 5.Civet cat

Note:Write these words along with their meaning in your 
notebook.

Day3:Read the next five paragraphs of the lesson and underline 
the following words:



1.Dispensed with 2.Tenancy  rights 3.Convulsed 4.Raucous 
barks 5.Rouge

Note:Write these words along with their meaning in your 
notebook.

Day4:Read the last six paragraphs of the lesson and underline 
the following words / phrases:

1.Glittering 2.Toy with anything 3.Chuckling 4.Tumbling 
5.Drenched

Note:Find the synonyms of the above given words and write 
them in your notebook.

Day5:Recapitulate the lesson and learn all the important words 
with their meanings.

Note:Write a brief note on Ruskin Bond in your notebook.

Day6: Answers(Comprehension:)

(A) 1.b 2.b 3.b

(B)1(a)Harold grew bigger.

      (b)Harold's father built the room in the hollow of a tree 
trunk which he closed with a wall made of earth,sticks and 
dung.

      (c)The room was built so that Harold's mother could lay 
an egg and Harold could be born.



B.(2)a.Harold was awakened.

          b.A civet cat had disturbed him.

          c.A civet cat was large,yellow and furry.

B(3)a.Harold was still young when the narrator and his 
grandfather found him.Also,Harold had been injured when he 
trumbled out of the tree hollow .The narrator and his 
grandfather took on the duties of Harold's parents so that 
Harold could survive and grow strong.

      b.The duties were to provide Harold with shelter and 
food.

        c.Harold was nervous around them at the beginning 
but soon got used to them and accepted them as his parents.

B(4) a.Harold was willing to share his food with the narrator 
and his grandfather.

         b.Harrold offered the narrator beetles and other 
insects.

         c.Harold liked fruits,insects,green leaves,dates and 
rice balls.

B(5)a.Harold chuckled an hour before it began to rain.

        b.Harold's chuckle changed to a whistle when 
storm,clouds gathered and the wind blew strong.



       c.Harold's whistle indicated excitement.

Note:Write these questions on notebook and also learn them.

Day7:C Answer these questions:

1.Harold's nest was in the hollow of a tree trunk.It was closed 
by a wall made of earth,sticks and dung.

2.Harold fell out of his nest in the midst of a fight between his 
parents and a civet cat who had broken the wall of his room.

3.Harold had a rouge pot on his person which he used regularly 
.The rich yellow fluid that the rouge pot produced was used by 
Harold to rub all over his feathers and the back of his neck.

4.Harold would use his beak to catch the rice balls that the 
narrator threw towards him,toss them in the air and let them 
drop into his open mouth.

5.Harold used to start chuckling an hour before it began to 
rain.Aunt Ruby was always getting caught in the rain and 
so,found this habit irritating.

Note:Write these questions on notebook and also learn them.

Word study

Day8:E.Do it yourself

           F.2.Anger 3.hunger,welcoming 
4.impatience,hunger 5.excitement,anticipation



          G & H Do it yourself.

           I.a.Has b.are c.are d.has e.was f.is  g. was  h. 
were

           J.Students must ask questions to fulfil their role.

   We cannot allow problems to defeat us by giving up.

    One should encourage students to ask questions.

         DO Part K,L&M yourself.


